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Size doesn’t matter
Prize Winner scale comparision

2013 2011 2009 2007 2005 2003 2001 1998 1996 1994 1992 1990 1988

B B

A A

MUSAC - Contemporary Art 
Museum of Castilla y León
Mansilla + Tunñón Arquitectos
go to page 00

Netherlands Embassy
O.M.A
go to page 00

Art Museum of Bregenz
Büro Peter Zumthor
go to page 00

Borges & Irmão Bank
Alvaro Siza
go to page 00

Municipal Sports Stadium
Bonell, Rius
go to page 00

Stansted Airport
Foster + Partners
go to page 00

French National Library
Dominique Perrault Architecte
go to page 00

Waterloo International Station
Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners
go to page 00

Car Park and Terminus Hoenheim North
Zaha Hadid Architects
go to page 00

Kursaal Centre
Rafael Moneo
go to page 00

Harpa - Reykjavik Concert Hall 
and Conference Centre
Batteríid architects
Henning Larsen Architects
Studio Eliasson
go to page 00

Philharmonic Hall
Barozzi / Veiga
go to page 00

Neues Museum
David Chipperfield Architects in 
collaboration with Julian Harrap
go to page 00

Norwegian National Opera & Ballet
Snøhetta
go to page 00

039038

        JURY ROOM    JURY ROOM





FOOD & ACOMMODATION - balneotherapy balneotherapy / café - FOOD & ACOMMODATION

Rimske Terme 
Bussiness Wellness 
Spa Resort

waaaow

Rimske Toplice

 balneotherapy 

13
SI

Café Zuiderterras

awg architecten

Antwerp

 cafe 

Café Birgitta

Talli

Helsinki

 cafe 

92
BE

15
FI

Egan’s Coffee Bar & 
Roof Terrace

Architecture53seven

Portlaoise

 cafe 

09
IE

Cafe in Botanical Gardens

Kollgata arkitektúr

Akureyri

 cafe 

13
IS

Tea Posbank Pavilion

SeARCH

Rheden

 cafe 

03
NL

Service Centre 
Café Juvet

Jensen & Skodvin 
Arkitektkontor as

Gudbrandjuvet

 cafe 

13
NO

Thermal Bath

Büro Peter Zumthor

Peter Zumthor

 7132 Vals

 balneotherapy 

96
SW

The baths are located on a sloping site of an existing hotel complex. The solitary new 
building resists formal integration in order to achieve a role of greater importance: 
the establishment of a special relationship with the mountain landscape. A 
continuous internal space meanders like a cave system through the structure of 
large stone blocks that grow in size the closer they approach daylight. The external 
world penetrates through large openings and merges into the carved-out system of 
caverns. The building resembles a large porous stone, and the precisely cut cavern 
structure projecting out of the slope becomes a façade.
The stone layering appears to be almost literally monolithic. Everything is created 
from the same layering principle. Transitions from floor to wall to ceiling are detailed 
as stones placed on top of each other. Technical decisions have been designed 
to reinforce the monolithic and homogenous presence of the structure, either 
following the pattern of layering and joining stone masses or incorporated within the 
composite construction of stone and concrete.

663662



EDUCATION - library library - EDUCATION

French National Library

Dominique Perrault Architecture

Dominique Perrault 

Quai François Mauriac, Paris

 library 

96
FR

This is the last and most important of François Mitterand’s Grand Projets. The library 
is the seed of a new Parisian quartier, and acts as its foundation stone located at 
its heart. A vast pedestrian promenade forms a terrace with a view over the Seine, 
looking past the streets, avenues, and squares of its surroundings. It has defined a 
new place in the capital with its own landscape by becoming a wall-less architectural 
monument.
The garden, a genuine fragment of forest, offers a private space for readers and 
forms the center of the library. This natural space organizes the entire facility; trees 
softly and gently separate the busy promenade from the serenity of the reading 
rooms, and the vast ornate pieces of wood and entwined metal form a ring like a 
cloister. In the words of former president François Mitterand, the library “burrows 
into the soil as if seeking silence and peace and in a rival gesture, it confidently raises 
it’s towers and affirms its presence in the heart of the city.”

377376



museum - CULTURECULTURE - museum

Jewish Museum

Studio Daniel Libeskind 

Daniel Libeskind

Lindenstraße 9-14, Berlin

 museum  

98
DE

“Between the Lines” is a project about organization and relationship. The first aspect 
of the project is to plot an irrational matrix in reference to a distorted star, like the 
yellow star worn before on the site, from the connections that everyone formed 
between Jewish tradition and German culture.
The second aspect addresses the absence of the Word, of the Deed that 
Schönberg’s music portrays. The third aspect stems from the Gedenkbuch volumes, 
which list names, dates of birth, dates of deportations and presumed places of 
murder. The fourth aspect represents the “Stations of the Star” described in 
Benjamin’s “One Way Street.”
The entrance leads into a dramatic void: a stairway that descends beneath the 
foundations and criss-crosses underground. Of the three underground “roads” the 
first and longest leads to the continuation of Berlin’s history, the exhibition space; 
the second leads outdoors to the exile of Jews, the E.T.A. Hoffmann Garden; and the 
third leads to the Holocaust Void, a dead end. The work is a museum for all Berliners, 
it gives a voice to a common fate, and stands as an emblem of hope.

The German Postal Museum

Behnisch Architekten

Frankfurt am Main

 museum 

90
DE

Art Museum

Schultes & Frank Architekten

Bonn

 museum 

92
DE

269268



 music - CULTURECULTURE - music

Norwegian National Opera & Ballet

Snøhetta

Kjetil Trædal Thorsen ; Tarald Lundevall ; Craig Dykers

Kirsten Flagstads Plass 1, Oslo

 music 

09
NO

The opera building is the first step towards the transformation of the Bjørvika 
neighborhood, a run-down harbor area, into a modern part of Oslo. It is a combination 
of three elements: a “wave wall,” a “factory,” and a “carpet.”
The wooden “wave wall” is a reference to the harbor, where the threshold between 
land and sea can be seen, and stands as a threshold between art and everyday 
life. The “factory” is composed so that the work, such as rehearsal or construction 
of stage sets, is visible to passers-by. The “carpet” of sloping surfaces forms part 
of the new landscape and marks monumentality, understood as an expression of 
togetherness, civic identity, and open access for all.
The horseshoe shape of the main auditorium, designed for opera and ballet with 
up to 1,400 audience members, responds to the needs of close proximity between 
performers and public and superb acoustics.
The stonework, metal cladding on the roof, stage curtain, and illuminated wardrobes 
in the foyer were designed in collaboration with numerous artists.

335334



public space - URBAN PLANNINGURBAN PLANNING - public space

South - East Coastal Park

Foreign Office Architects (FOA)

Barcelona

 public space 

Ecoboulevard of Vallecas

[ecosistema urbano] arquitectos

Madrid

 public space  

05
ES

07
ES

Metropol Parasol

J. Mayer H.

Jürgen Mayer H.; Marta Ramírez Iglesias; André Santer

Plaza de la Encarnacion s/n., Seville. 

 public space 

13
ES

Metropol Parasol is an open contemporary urban space in the historic centre of 
Seville combining all aspects of everyday life, including social and cultural events.
The design resulted from an open international competition in 2004 with the 
participation of the citizens in various public presentations and discussions, with the 
aim to activate and upgrade the adjoining areas and form a counterpart to the tourist 
zone using a network of cultural highlights.
The design follows the shape of the small annexed parts of the plaza and is 
based on four permeable continuously interwoven levels. The lowest level is the 
archaeological museum; the market is at street level; the nest level serves as an 
urban salon for diverse events; and finally the Parasol is an urban viewing platform, 
with references to traditional elements found in the city centre. Metropol Parasol 
might be the largest timber construction in the world and the first one to use 
bonding technology on this scale.

621620



COLLECTIVE HOUSING - linear block

Green Urban Quarter Pilot Project

Alexandros N. Tombazis & Associates 
Architect;. Architectural Studio Ltd; Elius N. Veis 
and Associates; YA&P

Athens

 linear block 

13
GR

linear block - COLLECTIVE HOUSING

Private Housing

Edouard François

Montpellier

 linear block 

01
FR

E1 Residential Building

Cino Zucchi Architetti

Venice

 linear block 

05
IT

Domaine du Château 
Residential Building 

Architecture & Urbanisme 
21 Yvore Schiltz et 
Associés

Luxembourg

 linear block 

15
LU

Haarlemmer Houttuinen  Housing

Architectuurstudio HH

Amsterdam

 linear block 

88
NL

Silodam

MVRDV

Amsterdam

 linear block 

03
NL

Appartment Building 
Bekkelagsveien

Knut Hjeltnes AS Sivilarkitekter MNAL

Oslo

 linear block 

01
NO

105104



complex - COLLECTIVE HOUSINGCOLLECTIVE HOUSING - complex

Cornlofts Šaldova

Baumschlager 
Eberle / be St Gallen

Prague

 complex 

 linear block 

11
CZ

Garvergarden 
Housing complex

Tegnestuen Vandkunsten

Copenhagen

 complex 

 linear block 

90
DK

Teglvaerkshavnen 
Housing

Tegnestuen Vandkunsten

Copenhagen

 complex 

 linear block 

 social 

09
DK

Dianas Have Housing 
complex

Tegnestuen Vandkunsten

Horsholm

 complex 

 compact 

 social 

92
DK

198 Social Housing

Manuel de Las Casas 
Estudio de Arquitectura

Alcobendas

 complex 

 linear block 

 social 

96
ES

Illa de la Llum Housing 
at Diagonal Mar

Clotet, Paricio i Assoc.

Barcelona

 complex 

 tower 

07
ES

Public Housing in Carabanchel

Cruz y Ortiz Arquitectos

Madrid

 complex

 compact 

 linear block 

 social 

90
ES

Living in Old Age

Krier

Mülheim on the Ruhr

 complex 

 compact 

92
DE

Experimental 
Housing 
International

Mecanoo

Stuttgart

 complex 

 tower 

94
DE

Coop-Housing-Project 
at the River Spree

BAR Architekten; Carpaneto Architekten 
Berlin; Die Zusammenarbeiter; Gesellschaft 
von Architekten mbH; fatkoehl  architekten

Berlin

 complex 

 compact 

15
DE

119118



complex - COLLECTIVE HOUSINGCOLLECTIVE HOUSING - complex

Rue de Meaux 
Housing 
Complex

Renzo Piano 
Building Workshop

Paris

 complex 

 closed 

92
FR

Herold Social Housing

Jakob+Macfarlane

Paris

 complex 

 shape 

 social 

09
FR

Práter Street 
Social Housing

Peter Kis architecture atelier

Budapest

 complex 

 infill 

 social 

09
HU

Timberyard Social 
Housing

O’Donnell + Tuomey

Dublin

 complex 

 shape 

 social 

11
IE

123122





Baksi Museum Folk Art Research and 
Implementation Centre - 2011
Yenilem Proje Danismanlik T.A.S. 
 museum   page 313

Bayburt - TURKEY
[40.26 , 40.227778]
population: 87745

Svalbard Science Centre - 2007
Jarmund/Vigsnæs AS Arkitekter MNAL 
 research   page 397

Longyearbyen - NORWAY
[78.22 , 15.55]
population: 2075

Capelinhos, Volcano Interpretation Centre - 2009
Nuno Ribeiro Lopes, Arquitectos
  visitor centre   page 683

Horta (Azores) - PORTUGAL
[38.58 , -28.716389]
population: 14994

MAGMA Art and Convention Centre - 2007
AMP Arquitectos + Fernando Menis Arquitectos 
 congress centre   page 225

Adeje (Canary Island) - SPAIN
[28.12 , -16.716667]
population: 49387

Defining European Boundaries
Pushing the limits

828 829

   SITES        SITES

What kinds of cities have generated most projects nominated for the Award? By 
having recourse to variables such as size of population and more or less repre-
sented programmes, it is possible to put forward an in-depth analysis of the 
urban presence in the Mies van der Rohe Award.

Thus, up to 40% of the projects nominated for the Award are located in cities 
with ten or more projects on their own territory; indeed, almost 20% of these are 
located in the eleven cities that account for over thirty. We may therefore speak of 
a high degree of award-winning architecture concentration in a limited number 
of major urban centres: London and Paris cross the threshold of over sixty proj-
ects, the former with seventy-four and the latter with sixty-eight, so that together 
they account for 143, which represents almost 30% of all the projects located in 
these eleven most important urban centres and up to 5% of the total number of 
award entries. For their part, Copenhagen, Athens, Barcelona, Berlin and Dublin 
have between forty and fifty projects each, while lastly Prague, Amsterdam, 
Vienna and Madrid have between thirty and forty. 

Nonetheless, a number of interesting details must be stressed that establish 
differences in the common programme pattern, such as the fact that collective 
housing programmes have invariably surpassed their single-family housing 
counterparts, except in the cases of Athens and Madrid; or that civic and govern-
mental uses explicitly prevail in Berlin, while cultural ones do so in London and, 
to a lesser extent, in Barcelona. There can be no doubt that in the first case the 
political context, with all its construction linked to the city’s becoming capital 
of the entire country after the reunification of Germany, and in the case of the 
other two cities financial investment in new urban models, account for these 
variations.

On the other hand, the concentration of a highly substantial number of proj-
ects in only a few urban centres coexists with the presence of nominated proj-
ects in other, medium-sized, cities. For example, up to 30% of award entries are 
located in a wide number of cities that generated only one nominated project 
between 1988 and 2015. Of these 846 projects, over one half -52%- belong equally 
to the cultural and educational as well as to the single-family housing categories. 
In fact, a deeper look into this analysis in terms of the typology of the urban 
territory and a more detailed study of the distribution of the nominated projects 
in terms of size of population of the cities in which they are located confirm the 
leading role of big urban centres, certainly, but on the other hand, and above all, 
they reveal the importance of cities which, though far smaller, have nonetheless 
generated a more than considerable number of nominated projects. 

Thus, only 6% of the cities, precisely those with the largest population, above 
half a million inhabitants, account for almost 40% of all the award entries. At 
the same time, the biggest and most important cities, with over one million 
inhabitants, account for 23% of the projects. Even so, those projects located in 
smaller cities, those with a population of 50.000 inhabitants or fewer, account for 
up to 30% of the total. In other words, while the urban centres at the top of the 
European hierarchy clearly prevail, at the same time many projects are located in 
areas of new urban centrality whose population figures are far more discreet. 

In a Europe where studies and statistics reveal how processes of decentral-
isation have undoubtedly characterised the evolution of cities over the past 
thirty years, it is certainly interesting to note how the award entries reflect this 
phenomenon. Indeed, a glance at the programmes that inform the projects built 
in the biggest cities on the one hand and in smaller ones on the other reveals a 
differentiating factor that provides us with clues as to what effect the different 
demands of different urban territories have had on processes of urban transfor-
mation in some places, and on new construction in others. Thus, while in cities 
with over 100,000 inhabitants the programmes informing the projects executed 
there clearly address cultural and educational uses, collective housing and offices, 
in the medium-sized and smaller cities, beneath the above population threshold, 
the role of those programmes is less prominent and on a par with single-family 
housing and restaurant and hotel projects.

Projects in cities. But which cities?





Ateliers Jean Nouvel
Souto Moura

MVRDV

David Chipperfield

Foster + Partners

JLCG

O’Donnell + Tuomey
Zaha Hadid

Henning Larsen
Renzo Piano
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KHR Arkitekter

Lacaton & Vassal

Alvaro Siza

O.M.A.

Neutelings Riedijk

Robbrecht en Daem
Dominique Perrault

Rafael Moneo

Staab Architekten

Jensen & Skodvin

A
P 

A
te
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r

Lundgaard & Tranberg

Sauerbruch Hutton

Alexandros N. Tombazis

Studio GrandaKWK Promes

Bevk Perovic

Wingårdh Arkitektkontor

Aires Mateus

SADAR + VUGA

OAB

EMBT

Josep−Antoni Llinàs
Navarro Baldeweg

Stéphane Beel

I / O a r c h i t e c t s

Behnisch

G. Natkevicius 

Christian Bauer

Cruz y Ortiz

RC
R

Gonçalo Byrne
Mansilla + Tuñón

Nieto Sobejano

Architectuurstudio HH










